
On-Site Accommodation
The Stay Club offers premium housing  for up to 4 people per 
room, including  a private bathroom and kitchenette.

Our 21st Century Schools
We forged a brand-new model for  studying English, encom-
passing every  aspect of your stay in London. 

The Classroom Experience     
Learn via dynamic discussions and  innovative activities using 
state of the art interactive technology.

Your Learning Community    
 Join a fun, vibrant community of  international students and 
enter a  welcoming oasis in the midst of London.

UNIVERSITY  
FOUNDATION  
PROGRAMME 

https://staycampuslondon.com/university-foundation-programme/


YOUR FIRST STEP 
INTO UK UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION
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DISCOVER OUR
UNIVERSITY  
FOUNDATION  
PROGRAMME

Everyone has been so friendly,  
giving guidance at each stage of  
applying to university. Teachers have 
also been really helpful, explaining 
topics clearly and making us  
understand the assessment tasks.

Agigi from Taiwan who had offers from  
Royal Holloway, Brunel and Sussex University 

Our pre-university preparatory  
programme will help you to:

Develop study and research skills  
appropriate to the UK Higher  
Education environment.

Acclimate to living and studying in  
another country and cultural context.

Study, collaborate, and socialise  
with students from all over the world.

9-month English  
language course in  
London customised to  
your academic needs

Guaranteed admission  
for up to 11 universities  
in the UK

On-site accommodation 
and free weekly social 
events

Join a ready-made  
community of students 
from 85+ countries
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Guaranteed Progression
The University Foundation Programme is 
your gateway to a wide range of prestigious 
degree courses through progression 
agreements with 11 UK universities including 
courses in Art and Design, Business 
Management, Engineering, Law and  
Social Sciences, and Medicine.

All the Preparation,  
None of the Pressure
If you know you want to go to university
in the UK but you’re still not sure which
institution is right for you or which degree
programme you’re aiming for, then we are
an easy starting point. Rather than getting
locked into one place, our programme
will give you access to dozens of British 
universities!

University Application Assistance
We support each individual student with  
the UCAS university application process  
and will give you all the practical advice  
you need to help you advance to your 
preferred choice of university in the UK. 

One-to-One Support
Our team of tutors are highly qualified  
and have experience teaching international 
students, so they understand the kind  
of personal support you may need. You’ll  
also benefit from one-to-one tutorials  
each month to track your progress. This  
kind of individual attention is what makes  
Stay Campus London so special!

Preparation for British Academic Life
A vital part of our programme involves  
training students to adapt their skills and 
knowledge to the specific context and 
environment they will encounter when they 
are enrolled in undergraduate courses.

Small Class Sizes
At Stay Campus London, you’ll enjoy our 
smaller classes for individualised learning,  
with a maximum of 12 international students 
per class. Our academic team is committed  
to ensuring you gain the necessary academic  
skills required to attend university in the UK. 

THE  
BENEFITS  
OF STAY 
CAMPUS 
LONDON
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Social Calendar,  
Discounts and  Perks
We have an in-house events team who  
host regular activities for all students,  
free of charge. And when you stay with 
us, thanks to our partner network, you’ll 
automatically get discounts all across  
London on food, drinks, nights out,  
gyms, storage space and more!

6 Great Locations  
Across London
We’re located in the student capital of  
the world – London! Choose from any  
of our six campuses conveniently located 
along London’s tube lines and offering  
easy access to the city’s attractions,  
train stations, and major airports.

On-site Accommodation 
Stay with us and you’ll find everything you 
need under one roof, giving you a supportive 
network and avoiding all the hassle of 
commuting. Whether you’re attending this 
course on your own or with friends, we’ll 
always have space for you. All rooms come 
with an en-suite bathroom, kitchenette and 
optional weekly cleaning and linen service.

UK University-style Teaching
Our teaching staff actively encourages  
students to evaluate and apply information, 
and to appreciate the relationship between 
theories, concepts and the real world.  
Guest speakers from industry and business 
will enhance the student experience,  
enabling you to benefit from their  
knowledge, advice and guidance.

Dedicated Support Throughout  
your Pathway Programme
Whatever your level when you first arrive at 
Stay Campus London, your academic tutor 
will take a special interest in your individual 
progress and help you develop your study 
plan accordingly. Dedicated student support 
teams are always on-hand to provide 
counselling throughout your journey with us.

Top Notch Facilities
Stay Campus London’s modern classrooms 
are equipped with the latest teaching  
and learning technology and designed  
specifically for today’s students. Our  
libraries, study centres, and co-working  
zones offer a flexible space for you to  
work alone or in groups. Students also  
have 24/7 access to online resources,  
study tools and materials.

An International Environment
Our team of academic professionals  
comes from all over the world and will  
help you develop the social and study  
skills required for a UK higher education  
institution. Plus, you’ll enjoy living and  
socialising with our diverse student  
body from over 85 countries!

Within our self-contained campus - with  
accommodation, classes, social facilities and  
catering all in the same building – you’ll have  
the perfect environment for you to develop  
on every level. 
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PROGRESSION 
ROUTES
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Delivered in collaboration with and moderated by the 
International Foundation Group, Stay Campus London’s 
University Foundation Programme is designed for 
international students who wish to progress on to 
undergraduate courses at British universities.

After two or three school terms, you will be eligible to receive offers from up  
to 11 of our esteemed partner universities. In addition, students have also  
received offers from 20 highly ranked universities across the country.
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Aston University
Birmingham City University
City University of London
De Montfort University
Lancaster University
London Metropolitan University
Middlesex University
Newcastle University
Oxford Brookes University
Royal Holloway

Queen Mary University of London
University of the West of England
University of Bradford
University of Brighton
University of Chester
University of Hull
University of Manchester
University of Sussex
University of Westminster
University of West London
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GUARANTEED ACCESS 
TO 11 UNIVERSITIES

RECEIVE OFFERS FROM ACROSS THE UK



YOUR JOURNEY  
TO SUCCESS

Contact us  
to book an  
Assessment  
Interview  

with our Academic Director. 

Receive a 
bespoke  
programme 

tailored to your  
academic needs  
and goals. 

Book your 
foundation  
programme 

and accommodation  
to secure your spot. Join our Online  

Orientation  

and get to know your fellow 
international students  
and our staff.

Travel to 
London
via our personal 
Airport Transfer 

Welcome to 
Stay Campus 
London!  
Upon arrival, our support 
staff will help you get 
settled in and you’ll meet 
everyone through our on-
site events programme.

Coursework  
begins 

including assignments, group 
and individual presentations, 
projects, quizzes and tests  
to replicate the wider  
university experience.

Receive  
ongoing 
coaching  

from your tutor to ensure 
success at each stage of 
your programme.

Attend classes 
and lectures 

with guest speakers.

Feel your  
confidence  
rising 
 thanks to our supportive  
and encouraging environment. 

Receive 
counselling 
with your university 
application. 

Visit  
prospective  
universities.

If you study at a top London university, 
you can continue to stay with us through 
our sister brand, The Stay Club. You can 
keep your room in Kentish Town, or try 
out one of our other campuses.

Your tutor will be your personal coach and mentor  
at every step of the way, helping you achieve  
your academic and personal goals.

Congratulations!  
You’ve completed your  
foundation year programme 
and received an International 
Foundation Certificate and  
a UK university offer!  
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UNIVERSITY 
FOUNDATION 
PROGRAMME 
DETAILS

Stay Campus London’s University 
Foundation Programme consists  
of academic modules, study skills, 
and one-to-one tutorials. It is  
designed to provide international 
students with the skills and  
knowledge required to succeed  
on their chosen degree course.

As part of the core University  
Foundation Programme, all students 
will have classes specifically designed 
to prepare them for academic life in a 
British higher education environment.

Standard Modules

Communication Skills 

University Study Skills 

Group Work and Projects 

Academic English 

Language Support

In addition, you can choose from  
a range of competitive degree  
specialities such as

Art and Design 

Business Management 

Engineering 

Law and Social Sciences  

Medicine 
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As an international student my biggest concern  
was the language barrier. Whenever I asked a  
question, the teacher always answered patiently, 
which really increased my confidence. When I made 
my applications to universities, my mentor always 
coordinated the process smoothly and swiftly.

Lijia from China, currently enrolled at the University of Birmingham



SCL 

5 DEGREE
SPECIALTIES
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ART & DESIGN
Our programme is specifically tailored to maximise 
creative exploration through art and design. You’ll have 
the opportunity to develop a technical understanding 
of how to apply newfound skills and processes across 
a range of artistic platforms. Most importantly, we’ll 
help you build a comprehensive portfolio that will  
support your UCAS applications to university.

Animation  
Students will explore both traditional 
and modern animation processes  
and techniques, whilst also developing 
computer-generated imagery for  
their own portfolio. 

Illustration  
Our programme introduces students 
to a range of iconography and  
illustration skills, and examines their 
integration in published media such 
as posters, flyers, magazines, books, 
comics, teaching materials, video 
games, and films.

Photography  
Throughout the course, students 
are encouraged to use photography 
creatively as an artistic medium, 
exploring historical themes as well  
as peer- and self-evaluation. 

Creative Advertising  
By examining strategy and design, 
and exploring the role of technology, 
students will analyse campaigns  
and commercials that creatively  
and effectively tell the story of a  
brand or non-profit.  

AREAS OF FOCUS 

Visual Communication

Art Direction & Concepts

Graphic Design

Media Communications &  
Creative Advertising

Interior Design

Portraiture

Illustration & Animation 

Experimental Imagery  
& Photography

Games and Art Design



BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT 

We encourage students to evaluate and apply information,  
and to appreciate the relationship between theories and  
concepts and the real world of business management.

AREAS OF FOCUS 

Business Studies

Maths and Statistical Methods

Current Themes in Social Science

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Finance and Accounting

Economics

Customer Service Management

The principle aim of this course is to prepare  
students for Business and Management-related 
degree programmes in the UK. 
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Business Studies  
Trace the different stages of starting  
a business and overcoming ongoing  
internal and external challenges.

Management  
Learn how various types of  
organisations function in a  
competitive global environment.

Accounting 
Get introduced to the basic principles 
and application of financial and  
managerial accounting.

Economics 
Apply economic concepts and theories 
at a micro and macro level in both a 
national and international context.
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ENGINEERING

We excel in encouraging students to evaluate and apply information,  
and to develop the problem-solving skills required at an undergraduate 
level. Students will enhance their skills in planning, designing, executing, 
and analysing practical investigations and experiments. You’ll also  
have the opportunity to complete a project that allows for more in-depth 
study of a chosen topic and helps to develop research and analytical 
skills which are important in order to succeed at a higher academic level.

This programmes is designed for students who wish to 
progress onto undergraduate courses in any of the main 
areas of engineering including civil, mechanical, electrical 
and electronic, chemical and petroleum. 

Physics 1 and 2 
Develop knowledge and  
understanding as well as an  
appreciation of the applications  
of physics and its importance to  
different fields of human activity. 

Core and Further Maths 
Ensure you have an appropriate level 
of mathematical and mechanical 
knowledge and competence to  
progress on to undergraduate studies.  

Engineering 
Study energetics, rates of reaction  
and equilibria, and perform multi- 
step calculations in each case. 

Core Chemistry 
Introduces students to the  
fundamentals of physical, organic, 
and inorganic chemistry. Students 
start with atomic structure and the 
arrangement of electrons in an atom. 
They also learn how to calculate 
amounts of substances and how to 
write formulae and balance equations. 
The main types of chemical bonding 
and structures are also studied  
as well as functional groups of  
aromatic molecules.

Computer Science 
Covers a wide range of topics  
including programming, databases, 
networks and web development.



LAW & SOCIAL 
SCIENCES 

Along the way, we’ll encourage students to evaluate and analyse 
information, construct balanced, coherent arguments, and apply 
theories and concepts to current political, legal and economic issues. 

This course is intended for students wishing to progress onto 
higher education degrees in a range of social science subjects 
including Law, Politics, International Relations, and Economics.
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Law 
Students will develop an understanding 
of the English legal system and processes, 
and learn how to apply legal rules, 
principles, and logical arguments 
to specific cases. You’ll gain a rich 
knowledge base around law making and 
interpretation, court systems, negligence, 
and contract law. In addition, the course 
covers the study of criminal law and 
explores issues of morality, justice, and 
judicial creativity. 

Government and Politics  
Get introduced to political systems, 
representative processes, and institutions 
in the UK. You’ll examine the relationship 
between the legislature and executive, 
and question the strengths and 
weaknesses of democracy in modern 
society. There is also a strong emphasis 
on applying knowledge to contemporary 
politics such as the General Election  
in 2015.

Social Sciences  
Compares and contrasts political 
institutions and processes in the UK and 
USA, and challenges students to evaluate 
and analyse how successfully power is 
dispersed within a political system.

Economics  
Through a combined study of micro and 
macroeconomics, students will explore 
a range of themes drawn from national 
and international contexts. This course 
promotes an understanding of economic 
concepts and theories through a critical 
consideration of current economic issues, 
problems, and institutions that affect 
everyday life.



MEDICINE
Medi-pathways courses have achieved 
an extraordinarily high level of success 
in enabling students to progress into UK 
medical and dental schools, as well as 
universities offering related degree courses.
Our programme provides an understanding 
of how the human body works through 
the study of anatomy, physiology and 
biochemistry.  It also introduces the fields 
of pathology, microbiology, virology and 
parasitology, genetics and public health. 
To prepare for higher education, students 
have the opportunity to carry out their  
own research project in their final term  
at Stay Campus London.

Our Medical Foundation Programme  
offers admission into the one year Pre-Med 
programme at the University of Buckingham 
which, in turn, offers a direct progression 
route into Buckingham’s four and a half  
year medical degree programme.

This innovative programme is accredited 
by NCFE (Northern Council for Further 
Education), a 170+ year old not-for-profit 
national organisation that recognises 
qualifications and awards which is also 
authorised by Ofqual (Office of Qualifications 
and Examinations Regulation).

This programme is specially designed for students  
wishing to progress into medicine, dentistry, pharmacy  
and other life science fields including Biomedical  
Sciences and Pharmacology.
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AREAS OF FOCUS 

Genes, Cells and Development

Atoms, Molecules and Reactions

Measurements in Life Sciences

Medicine, Disease and Society

Tissues, Systems and Regulation

Periodic and Organic Chemistry

Investigations in Biomedicine

TIP 
You might also enjoy Stay Campus London’s  
Introduction to UK Medicine course. This is a  
one-week class which can be taken as a pre-cursor  
to your UFP to get a taste of what it’s like to 
be a doctor or healthcare worker in the UK. 

See our website  for a quick course overview.

https://staycampuslondon.com/introduction-to-uk-medicine/


UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION 
PROGRAMME –  
SAMPLE TIMETABLE
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Monday 9:00-10:20
LANGUAGE  
AND CULTURE

11:00-1:00
ACADEMIC ENGLISH

1:30-4:50
IELTS PREPARATION 

9:00-10:20
LANGUAGE  
AND CULTURE

10:40-12:20
COMMUNICATION 
SKILLS

1:30-4:50
FINANCE AND  
ACCOUNTING                       

9:00-10:20
INDEPENDENT  
STUDY

11:00-1:00
INDEPENDENT  
STUDY

1:30-4:50
ECONOMICS
Balance of Trade  
and Payments

9:00-10:20
INDEPENDENT  
STUDY

11:00-1:00
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT                                                                    
Intellectual Property Rights

1:30-3:30
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT                    
Conducting Primary  
Market Research

9:00-10:20
INDEPENDENT  
STUDY

11:00-12:00
TUTORIAL

1:30-4:50
IELTS PREPARATION 

8:00
SOCIAL FRIDAY -  
DISCO AREA

Morning Session 1 Morning Session 2 Afternoon Evening

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

8:00  
OPTIONAL  
STUDY GROUP

8:00  
OPTIONAL  
STUDY GROUP

8:00  
KARAOKE/QUIZ NIGHT - 
DISCO AREA

8:00  
MOVIE NIGHT-  
CINEMA



ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
Students who enrol on our University  
Foundation Programme typically have  
good high school grades and an English  
language level equivalent of:

IELTS: 5.0
TOEFL: 40 
Cambridge English: 154 
CEFR: B1 
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NEED TO IMPROVE YOUR  
ENGLISH BEFORE ENROLLING?
NO PROBLEM!

Stay Campus London offers General and 
Intensive English classes as well as exam 
preparation courses, such as IELTS,  
year-round. 

Learners can enrol onto courses starting 
on Monday every week of the year  
(except from December 25 till January 2  
when the school is closed). 

Contact us   to book your Assessment  
Interview and discuss your individual  
education background and goals.

https://staycampuslondon.com/contact/


For students who are looking to 
progress quickly with a specific 
learning goal in mind, we recommend 
our Intensive English course which 
includes 30 hours of classroom time 
per week. For that extra push, we also 
have one-to-one lessons. If students 
apply themselves in class, get involved 
with social activities and complete self-
guided homework, then they will make 
rapid progress towards attaining the 
required level for further study.

HOW TO 
ACHIEVE 
FAST TRACK 
RESULTS

VISA ADVICE
Our team is pleased to provide you with all the  
practical help and advice you need prior to arrival. 

The visa application process can take up to  
12 weeks to complete, so we advise you to 
start as early as possible. Up-to-date visa  
application information including costs  
and the process can be found on the UK  
government website.

Please contact us  for further information.

Paul Clarke, Academic Manager
Stay Campus London
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How to Apply

To book your course, you can contact your 
local recruitment agency and Stay Campus 
London partner, or contact us directly:
info@staycampuslondon.com
+44 (0)203 141 7539

HOW TO  
APPLY

Student Guarantee

For peace of mind, our flexible 
guarantee gives students the 
confidence to book and continue 
their academic journey. If travel 
restrictions are in place, we will 
refund the accommodation 
funds and offer a robust  
online programme including 
lessons, tutorials, a social 
programme and more.

00

This programme provided a great foundation,  
giving me the skills I needed for studying at  
university and helping me step by step with  
the process of choosing the right university.

Maggy from China, currently studying at Reading University

Our staff speak 19 languages!
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SCL 

CAMPUS =
COMMUNITY



BE PART OF A DIVERSE  
STUDENT BODY

Stay Campus London provides  
a ready-made community of  
international students from  
over 85 countries.
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Stay Campus London offers an all-inclusive educational  
experience in one of the world’s greatest cities.

At Stay Campus London, we create learning opportunities that develop students’  
language and cultural knowledge to advance their personal, academic and  
professional growth. Within our self-contained campus – with accommodation,  
classes, social facilities and catering all in the same building – we create the  
perfect environment for you to develop on every level.

LIVE + LEARN 
UNDER ONE ROOF

 
 

21ST CENTURY SCHOOL
We forged a brand new model for  
studying, encompassing every  
aspect of your stay in London.

ON-SITE ACCOMMODATION
We offer premium housing including  
a private bathroom and kitchenette  
in your room.

YOUR LEARNING COMMUNITY   
Join a fun, vibrant community of  

international students and enter a  
welcoming oasis in the midst of London.

THE CLASSROOM EXPERIENCE
Study in a dynamic, challenging and  

supportive environment using  
state-of-the-art interactive technology.
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ON-SITE
ACCOMMODATION

OXFORD STREET

NOTTING HILL

MUSEUM DISTRICT

 

TATE BRITAIN 
VICTORIA

KNIGHTSBRIDGE

SOUTH KENSINGTON

  

 

COLINDALE

WESTMINSTER

HAMPSTEAD HEATH

 

THE BRITISH MUSEUMMADAME TUSSAUDS

COVENT GARDEN 

PICCADILLY CIRCUS 

BATTERSEA PARK 

 

 

rk

HYDE PARK

 

 k
PRIMROSE HILL

 

  

 

REGENT’S PARK

MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY

KING’S COLLEGE LONDON 

UCL

UCL

REGENTS UNIVERSITY  

WILLESDEN JUNCTION

UNIVERSITY OF WESTMINSTER

UCL

UAL

CAMDEN

KENTISH TOWN

UAL

GREEN PARK

UAL

UALCAMBERWELL

UAL
ELEPHANT AND CASTLE

WATERLOO

TATE MODERN LONDON BRIDGE

TOWER HILL

BANKST PAUL’S

BARBICAN

KING’S CROSS

UCL
HOXTON

SHOREDITCH
LIVERPOOL STREET

SPITALFIELDS

WHITECHAPEL
WHITECHAPEL GALLERY

SOUTHWARK PARK

CANARY WHARF

VICTORIA PARK

UCL
QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIA PARK STRATFORD 

SHOPPING

WESTFIELD 
SHOPPING

STRATFORD

WARWICK AVENUE

BUCKINGHAM PALACE

BOROUGH MARKET

PADDINGTON

Plenty of room options  
from studios to suites

In-room kitchenette

En-suite bathrooms

Meal plans including breakfast, 
hot lunch and dinner

Free social events on  
campus every week

Baker Street

Hyde Park

New  
for 2021

NORTH ACTON HANGER LANE

Most students taking our University Foundation  
Programme live and learn at our centrally- located 
Kentish Town campus, newly opened in 2019.  
However, you are free to choose from any of  
our fabulous locations across London.
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THE BEST CAMPUS 
FACILITIES IN  
LONDON

Get to know your new home

With outstanding brand new facilities just 
opened in 2019, The Stay Club Kentish Town 
offers spacious social areas, flexible event 
areas and chic student accommodation.

This cosmopolitan neighbourhood is  
home to historic pubs, artisan shops, and 
global eateries alongside a growing number 
of health food spots, hip cafes and cocktail 
bars. It’s also perfect for outdoor exercise  
or meeting with friends, given its easy  
access to 790 acres of forest and rolling  
hills in nearby Hampstead Heath.

Academic vibes with a buzzing  
social community.

Perfect for students and young  
professionals.

Trendy residential neighbourhood.

Transport links 

Kentish Town (Northern Line tube)   
4 minutes by foot  

Kentish Town West (Overground train)   
8 minutes by foot 

Kentish Town bus stops     
3 minutes by foot

Classrooms

Housekeeping

100 MB 
Wifi

Bike Storage

Reception

Cafe

CCTV

Maintenance

Catering

Lounges

Night  
Security

Study  
Spaces

Laundry

Events En-suite &
Kitchen

Enjoy a selection of accommodation choices, 
flexible working areas and inspiring social  
spaces. At our Kentish Town location, you’ll  
find everything you need. Get ready for  
London living!

Click here  to explore our image galleries,  
3D floor plans, and virtual tours.
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https://www.thestayclub.com/kentish-town/


If you’re attending our International 
Foundation Programme and plan to 
continue on to a degree programme  
in London, there’s no need to find a  
new place to live once you graduate 
from our pre-university course.  
You can continue living at The Stay  
Club for as long as you like!

In fact, you can live at The Stay Club no 
matter which university you’re attending! 
Our campuses are an easy 15-30  
minute journey to many universities 
across the city. 

CONTINUING 
ON TO  
UNIVERSITY  
IN LONDON
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STAY IN TOUCH 
Camden:  
34 Chalk Farm Rd,  
Chalk Farm,  
London NW1 8AJ

Colindale:  
16-18 Charcot Rd,  
London NW9 5WU

Kentish Town:  
65-69 Holmes Rd, 
Kentish Town,  
London NW5 3AN

Willesden:  
5J Nicoll Rd,  
Harlesden,  
London NW10 9AX

Plus…  
two new locations  
opening in 2021:  
North Acton and 
Hanger Lane

Our Locations 

Our Accreditations

Stay Campus London

staycampuslondon.com
+44 (0) 7376 428 374
info@staycampuslondon.com

* English language provision only

* *

staycampuslondon.com
https://twitter.com/staycampus
https://www.linkedin.com/company/staycampuslondon/
https://www.facebook.com/staycampuslondon/
https://www.instagram.com/staycampuslondon/
https://staycampuslondon.com
https://staycampuslondon.com/about/



